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Metadata & Adobe’s Bridge
The Bridge

If you’ve ever used the Browser in Photoshop, you’ll love this new addition to the Creative 
Suite 2. It’s a separate application, new to CS2 available for all applications, and it’s called the 
Bridge. The name of this new handy thing is the Bridge and it acts like a bridge that bridges 
the functionality of all the applications, simultaneously bridging the disorganized thoughts in 
your brain as one bridge of a bridge…the Bridge.

Visually searching for photos…previews: One of the immediate benefits of the Bridge is 
the ability to view your photos and files without just looking at a thumbnail. Enjoy a large, 
high-resolution preview so you can see if those eyes are closed on that group shot.

Without even opening in Photoshop you can determine the quality of a photo by using the 
Loupe (new in CS3) or Full Screen Preview Mode by hitting the spacebar (new in CS4). 
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Upload Your Stories and Photos Directly From InDesign to YOUR WEbsite...
while controlling page location and scheduling!!
Contact Russell Viers today for a demonstration: russell@russellviers.com



Metadata & Adobe’s Bridge
Ranking and labeling: In this age of digital photos we take many more shots than we could 
ever possibly use. In fact, since the shots are basically free, we end up with more garbage 
than good, because it’s easier to risk and hope to get the shot than in the film days. Rank your 
photos based on number of stars so you can get the garbage out of the way and work with 
only the shots you like.

Moving and deleting: Move and delete the files right here in the Bridge, as you are review-
ing them. If you wait until later, you’ll forget and you run the risk of moving or deleting the 
wrong ones if you are relying on Finder or Explorer.

Metadata: Metadata is information that is 
extra from the photo. It doesn’t have any part 
in how the photo looks, but it rides along and 
gives us important information we can use 
later. You will see the Metadata pane in the 
bottom left corner of the Bridge.

Benefits of the Bridge:

Searchable: You can search the entire server, 
including subfolders for any metadata you 
put in the photo. Information like the pho-
tographer, the event, the subjects’ names, etc. 
can all be beneficial. At some point before 
you go to press you’ll need to find out the 
information for the caption, anyway. Why not 
just add it to the metadata in the beginning?

Descriptions used as captions for books: 
Metadata can be pulled out of the photo after 
it’s placed in InDesign. This can really speed 
the production of your newspaper. Go to the 
info palette’s flyout menu and select File Info. It will open a dialogue box with all the meta-
data in it. Just copy what you want and paste it into InDesign.

Preferences: There are a lot of fields you will never use in the Metadata pane. Go to the 
Bridges Preferences and deselect the ones you don’t want.
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Build your online ads directly in indesign...
Including linking, scheduling, positioning and page location!!
Contact Russell Viers today for a demonstration: russell @russellviers.com or call 816-289-0777



Metadata & Adobe’s Bridge
Keywords

Keywords are also metadata but very simple to use for categorizing your photos and files. Cre-
ate key words for the various sections of your newspaper and simply click on all that apply as 
you are reviewing your photos.

Contact sheets

You can make contact sheets easily of all photos in a folder or only those you’ve selected. 
Great to do AFTER you’ve ranked and sorted your photos so you don’t have so many bad 
shots on the contact sheet.

Tools

Many Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign tools are available in the Bridge, allowing you to 
launch some activity outside of the applications, saving time.

Adobe Photo Downloader

The first step in your photo workflow can be when you download the photos from your 
camera. You can create a Metadata Template which can apply metadata when pulling in your 
photos...automatically adding cutlines, keywords and more.
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keeping your website as current as the news is only a few clicks away...
And so simple your mom can learn it in five minutes!!
Contact Russell Viers today for a demonstration: russell@russellviers.com or call 816-289-0777



Camera Raw Filter

It’s not just for RAW files anymore...now supports jpegs and TIFFs.

One place for all controls to quickly adjust many photos at one time.

No permanent adjustments are made to a photo until saved as separate file or overwrite 
original. 

Camera Raw Filter
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twitter breaking news directly to your website from your smart phone
or by logging into twitter.com on any computer!!
Contact Russell Viers today for a demonstration: russell@russellviers.com or call 816-289-0777


